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1.2Abstract
The field I’m working in is “design through construction”. Construction as a field in fashion design when
creating has expanded and there are many views upon how one can work whit-in this field.
I’m working with a cut and then bending or displacing it through placing it on the body so it creates volume
which starts from its vertex.
One could say that it works like an inverted dart.
This way to work has a potential to create volume that stands out from the body without using standard ways
e.g. like adding a new pattern piece or build a crinoline. It might answer to the question: How can one create
shape or arrange shape without adding anchor points?
Therefor I explore the relation between body and shape through inverted dart.
I’ve been executing experiments through a trial and error method diverged in three steps when in the physical part examine my aim in tests based on the body pressing a cut apart which gives an effect in the vertex of
the cut.
Through my research I’ve have come to a conclusion that the body in itself can transform garment trough an
inverted dart by stepping into it.
The relation between the body and material through the inverted dart has qualities were body can arrange
dress and define it trough folding fabric and body can through the inverted dart make room for itself.
This idea and development is relating to the basics when make dress, body and material and how we can
work whit these opponents. Instead of thinking about new variables like new technical tools, e.g. the laser
cutter when pushing boundaries one can also take new turns with basics.
In this work the body defines dress through the inverted dart (an interaction between body and dress) and
create new ways of handling fabric and shape.
This perspective on design and art can also been used when working in other fields when distort basic principles to create new expression. As an example there might be possibilities to develop basics in architecture
by studying society and therefore understand fundamental values in this field and, how you by change these
variables can develop design.
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2.1Introduction to the field
The field I’m working in is “design through construction”. I working with a cut and then bending or displacing this new cut outline and so it creates volume in other pieces of the fabric and this volume of fabric stands
out from the body and folds, this in a way that could be compared with the expression of a circle cut piece.
One could say that it works like an inverted dart.
Construction as a field of fashion design when creating, designing or as a creative tool has expand and there
are many views upon how one can work whit-in this field. In many cases designers are using stand as a tool
when draping, moulage, to be able to develop construction ideas of garments in new spirit. (Duburg, 2011)
As Lindquist (2013) states in his publication Foundational cuts and approximation of the body: there is two
categories in this field. One of them handles the pattern construction as a puzzle where you solve a problem
to achieve a result.
”You can create a garment by cutting, moving and reassembling the pieces of a pattern, just like the pieces of
a puzzle.” (Nakamichi, 2010), something that handle an interest about the shape rather than the body.
Lindquist compares the other categories with action painting.
Julian Roberts presents in his free internet publication Subtraction cutting (2008) a method where he cut
away fabric and sees this room of space as room for the body.
In many of these ways to look upon design through construction one has a technique or method to rely on in
the same way as I have. Lindquist (2013) quotes one of the designers from his internship, cutting at Vivienne
Westwood, Andreas: It is not about the pattern, it is all about the body and what the garment does with the
body.
I find this very important as a designer, of course but especially when one work whit an idea of cutting to
create design. An interest when you work as a dressmaker and working with a construction idea should from
my point of view not be about the pattern or how one solve a puzzle, but, how the garment effects body and
how the body effects the garment and there for how it effects its environment.
”Draped fabric falls loose where cut fabric is pulled into the seam” (Verhelst, 2003)
Verhelst discusses in the book Patronen different views upon how one can handle fabric when creating dress.
One can compare this quote with something domesticated, perhaps a suit and something free, maybe as in
ancient clothing. One can say that this is two vies upon how one can handle fabric.
The fabrics purpose in today’s fashion industry is often viewed upon as something one should cut in and
stitch together, to make shape take place and enable body to enter dress.
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Fig 1. A programing idea or tool for creating cloth and/or music

Fig 2. A pyshical idea or tool for creating cloth and/or music
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Fig 3. Tomoko Nakamichis work. Writer of the serie Pattern magic.
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Fig 4. Julian Roberts, Subtraction cutting.
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2.3 Motive ide discussion
The rotation, pendulum, depth of the movement (Body) deeply effects a silhouettes witch always differs
depending on the construction no matter how one work. The conflict between the silhouettes and body is an
intimate relation witch must be seen as a fundamental when creating dress.
How one can affect the silhouette through how one putting dress together is always a possibility.
My interest is in the meeting between the body in movement and how the garment reacts when the body
takes place in the volume. I using this way to cut, bend and move to create space between body and garment
(MA, negative space, ”is a Japanese word which can be roughly translated as ”gap”, ”space”, ”pause” or ”the
space between two structural parts.”) (Wikipedia, 2015)
Within this way to work there migth be a potential to create volume that stands out from the body without
using standard ways e.g. like adding a new pattern piece or build a crinoline.
The circle skirt is a example of a way how one can construct to create space between body and garment. The
circle cut skirt also has an esthetic that can be compared to my cut idea and one could see this cut as a way to
develop this circle cut by not cutting the hole in the skirt like a circle but for example cut it like a triangle. By
working in this way one place the volumes were the vertex points of the cut is.
Another way to work whit the potential in the cut is to look upon the cut like an inverted dart, cut and bend
to create volume. This could be compared to some of Madeleine Vionnets work when she puts together e
straight line whit a convex or concave cut to create a bias effect in the drape. (2002), 2012).
Genevieve Sevin-Doering minimalistic pieces whit two cuts in the side of the pattern and one hole for the
head has potential to in the same way as I work, to displace or create volumes or parts of fabric through
sewing this cut together whit a new line or vertex. Hers principal is based on hanging shape on the shoulders
and using the cut to create arms or side seam and I think there is a bigger potential in this way of cut maybe
made to displace?
The idea of working whit the inverted dart is also based on the love for fabric, how can we arrange and define
fabric so it becomes dress without necessarily cut and stitch in it, to create garment that’s defined without
tearing its foundation. Can one let the body play whit the fabric rather than walk behind it, but still, arrange
and define it?
As Andreas states: “It is not about the pattern, it is all about the body and what the garment does with the
body” during a fitting at Vivienne Westwood one could compare dressmaking with architecture. When the
architecture is made for society created with both functional and beautiful aspects in mind one can argue that
the idea of the relation between dress and body should be based on similar values.
I think this is for me a fundamental idea of how i look upon dress.
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Fig 5. Yohji Yamamoto - Autumn/Winter 2013-14 Ready-To-Wear (Vogue UK, 2015)

Fig 6. As arcitectiur is made for society
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Fig 7. Dior, haute couture 2015
Circle skirt
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Fig 8. Crinoline
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Fig 9. Madeleine Vionnet,Pattern
See how section H meets
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Fig 10. Genevieve Sevin-Doering minimalistic pattern construction
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2.4 Aim
Explore the relation between body and material through inverted dart.
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3.1Design method and design of experiments
Method and development
Design method and design of experiments
Thornquist(2010) states an example of how one could exercise sketching, not on paper but using a live model
as the frame and the scissor instead of the pencil. This opens up for a more direct way to work whit expression and one doesn’t need to translate 2d to 3d. One problem could be that the free way of thinking might
disappear, the state of when one doesn’t have to relate to gravity or fabric choice. I have to remember this part
in my work, yet my starting point will be the body but I will then go back to the desk and my sketchbook.
Thornquist(2010)states another example of experiment that is interesting when look upon how this work
could be structured; “Dance and movement”. Since this work handles the relationship between the body (per
definition: movement) and shape trough a specific cut. The fundamental ide of this proposal for an experiment is how the body in movement can create shape by itself or together with other bodies to compare whit
the idea of how the body in itself create shape when enter shape whit certain cuts and how body can define
garment. This work should use the same tool as suggested in the proposal to be able to evaluate experiments
in movement: models, photos but most important videos to catch outcomes in movement.
Jones Chris Jones fundamental ide here concise described, of a design experiment and the method for solving
it is divided into three stages (1992)
-Phase one, the divergence phase should open the investigation and extend the boundaries and therefore
make it possible to explore potentials within the field in order to broaden possibilities and variety of outcomes.
-Phase two is the physical act were experiments are executed, this is where one examines the aim through
a wide range of experiments to explore possibilities, trying out different variables to explore the variety of
outcomes.
-In the third phase,” the convergence phase”, one can identify the possibilities through knowing the problems
and therefore come up with a proposal for solving a design problem.
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Phase one
In phase one I researched for how this basic cut has been used earlier mostly in ancient dress as a hole for the
body to enter dress and try to find hypothesis in how the body could not only enter the dress but also shape
it through finding different variables. Through this research one can define a field and also trough physical
research by herself understand principles and idea of the field by recreate principles, replica.

Fig 11. Genevieve Sevin-Doerings “La Fille”
from her private arhcive and replica.
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Phase two
In phase two I started out very basic and tried out different kind of cut based on geometrical shapes. Trying this cut on different part of the body gave me answers and possibilities to arrange and repeat a define
drape without using stitches but the body, also in movement. I do also trying out different kind of fabrics to
understand how it affects the outcome of the inverted dart.

Fig 12. Exampel of experiment ”square”
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Phase three
In phase three I came to the conclusion that the aesthetic (a line from vertex) of the cut is clear when trying
out a big or long shape but this cut together with body does also create a function because of the way it can
displace volume and therefore create room for body. The relation between the body and shape trough the
inverted dart has qualities were body can order a dress and make room for itself.

Fig 13. Functional aesthetics and defenition through transformation.
The relation between body and shape trough inverted dart.
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Fig14. Functional construction through transformation.
The relation between body and shape through inverted dart.
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3.2 Workbook (Développement) and design rationale (Analysing of experiments)
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Starting point
As a starting point when experimenting whit this cut (possibilities to place and displace fabric volumes) one
have to understand the basic and construction possibilities in this cut.
I started out by using a straight cut as a hole for the head and I discovered how this interaction between the
cut and the body created volume which started in the vertex of the cut. An effect that could be compered whit
an inverted dart.

Fig15. This is an example of how the body creates shape by taking place in the volume.

Fig16. Example of how the inverted dart works for itself.
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The spawn of shape
When working with the cut in this way the created volumes spawn is hidden or a bit unrevealed. This might
be a possibility to define garment through body.

Fig17. This is a example of how the inverted dart distorts and defines the shape and garment.
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The expression of the inverted dart
The vertex of a cut meets body and creates a line or a volume of fabric. But more interesting, the body defines
a garment by stepping into it.

Fig18. Triangle.
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Grainline and gathering
One can see the effect and potential by using stripes and see how the grain line changes and how the cut
gathers the fabric in a specific place. Still I don’t think this should be a way to answer to my aim since it is not
about stripes or how the grain line changes but the relation between body and shape.

Fig 19. Gathered fabric and transformation of grain line through inverted dart.
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A base for construction solutions
This is an example of a trouser with the outcome of the cut as construction base instead of using a crotch seam.

Fig 20. Draping with a cut in centerfront
This example does not have the very clear visual expression of the inverted dart since the body has created a
possibility to create pants without a crotch seam. I would say that this is a good example of a solution were
the effect isn’t visual if one doesn’t look upon construction solution but still very important and should be
seen as an equivalent result comparing to an outcome with a clear line from the vertex!
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Fig 21. Walk
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Not answering to the aim
This is an example of the cut not so intimate connected to the body, the body acts more like a hanger and has
no roll in defining the garment; therefore it does not answer to the aim.
Since my aim handles the question how the body creates shape trough the inverted dart. Therefore I think
this is a less successful tryout.

Fig 22. A less successful tryout.
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Interaction
Trying out the cut in the fabric piece and letting the body shape it. To be compared with the experiment on
the page before.

Fig 23. Series of tryouts with cut(1).
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Fig 24. Series of tryouts with cut(2).
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Fig 25. White set
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Cotton organza
Using transparent heavy fabric to create and in a clerer way understand what the cut does to the fabric pieces.

Fig 26. heavy fabric as a tool.
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Arrange scraps
This is a tryout to see the possibility of defining abstract pieces through the inverted dart.
I think this experiment show a good verity in how the inverted dart could transform scraps to a defined
shape even if the silhouette is organic, it also show the force of operating in a ”center”.

Fig 27. Defenition of scrap
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Take place and create room
Cut made to displace volume trough body and create room for arm. This experiment shows the variety in
how the cut can make it possible to interact with the body in a way so it creates room for the body itself.

Fig 28. Singoalla try-out
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Fig 29. Cut made to displace volume through body and create room for arm.
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Tryouts with duvet
Draping with quilted fabric to see how it affecting the outcome of the cut. This kind of thick fabric can be
hard to work with when using body when creating shape, often it ends up with a garment hanging from the
shoulders. Accordingly to my aim it should be pressed aside by the body and not by a seam/pin.
The difference between these two ways of working should divided into two diffrent ways of using the inverted
dart.

Fig 30. A serie of tryouts with duvet
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Visuall outcome
Material experiments where the body takes place in a straight cut in the outline of the piece and defines the
volume. Working with stiff or thick fabric gives a clear visual outcome it can be a tool to communicate something really clear.

Fig. 24: Duvet skirt
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Fig. 25: Skirt made of foam
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Material experiment
This is one dress made in tree dififfrent mateterials and one can see how important the fabric is, how the
material folds in different ways and emphasises the inverted dart
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Definition of a shoulder seam make the cut and its outcome take place.
This fitting exercise highlights the importance of definition of dress since the composition of garment needs
to be fulfilled to express its fundamental value.

Fig. 26: Black dress
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Pants
Creating volume in fabric through place the leg in a straight cut and it creates a shape that’s starts from the
vertex of the cut; the body defines and distorts a square. This proves that also the leg can define a shape
trough an inverted dart and that the body itself can create shape in a clear way when stepping into different
cuts.
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Ribb as a variable try out
The inverted dart creates volume and this is a try out together with 1x1 ribb.

Fig. 28: Ribb tryout
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Experiment with a fold in side seam.
A way of highlighting the cut through pleat in side seam that gives the outcome of the cut a clear visual effect.

Fig. 29 Repeated drape in walk,
line.
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Draping on a halfscale stand
This experiment is good for to try out the expression but there is a lack of possibilities when
trying to understand construction ideas.

Fig. 31.Serie of half scale session
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Help the inverted dart to lean on body
In this try-out I took away the strap to try a new solution to make the dress to stay on the body. Since the
dress whit elastic has hanging on the breasts instead of lean against the body the expression and position
changed. The folds in the dress got different angels and the silhouette and proportions became different. Since
I cut in the old dress I recreated it and compered and trying it to the aim. In this comparison I found that the
body and dress had a stronger interaction when using the strap rather the using the elastic. I do also think
that the vertex point is much clearer in the alternative whit the strap and communicates this example in a
stronger way.
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Line-up development

In this line up the focus was more on applied examples still some good examples was in the lineup as the
pants in outfit nr 1, the skirt in nr 3, the pants in nr4 and the lilac dress in outfit nr5.

In this lineup the focus has been a lot on making a collection, a fashion collection and this might been in the
way of the investigation, still there is some good development from the earlier lineup. The duvet has taken
place and clarifies some of the examples when showing how garment can be defined.

In this lineup I take a step back looking upon the shape without color and try to see how the inverted dart in
itself could be communicated by eliminating other elements.
Fig. 32.Serie of line ups
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In this lineup I start to get closer to a collection of seven examples that’s communicates my investigation,
stronger personalities whit in the fabric take place and here I saw the importance of the choice of fabric.

In this lineup the functional value of the inverted dart took place in the collection as outfit nr5 is an example
of how the body could create room for itself. The foam skirt did also take place even if there was some problems whit it in movement. Color wise the collection started to get relevant, and the last example contains a
purpose of how one can arrange something abstract.
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Material komposition tryouts

Fig. 31.Material komposition tryouts

This is a tryout whit structures but whit a lack of lightness in color.
The lightness in color makes the shape and outcome of the cut clear.

The lightness in color makes the shape and outcome of the cut clear.

I think this is a good dynamic in structures and color.
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Dying cotton/polyester fabric with pigment color
Applying color to lightweight cotton and polyester fabric to enhance a colored alternative with a hand made
expression to create dynamic in between the materials in the collection .

Fig. 32.Dying cotton/polyester fabric with pigment color
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4.1Result and conclusions
Through my research I’ve have come to a conclusion that the body in itself can transform garment trough an
inverted dart by stepping into it. Generally there are two outcomes, one that can arrange drape (definition)
and one that makes it possible to displace volume and create room for the body (Construction solution).
I came to the conclusion that the aesthetic (a line from vertex)(defenition) of the cut is clear when trying out
a big or long shape but this cut together with body does also create a function because of the way it can
displace volume and therefore create room for body. The relation between the body and shape trough the
inverted dart has qualities were body can arrange dress and make room for itself.

Fig9. Functional aesthetics and defenition trough transformation.
The relation between body and shape trough inverted dart.

Fig10. Functional construction trough transformation.
The relation between body and shape trough inverted dart.
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4.2 Presentation (Show)

Fig.32. Line-up. This line-up contents different examples of how fabric behaves when body interact with a cut. Inverted dart
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Descriptions of examples
Descriptions of outfit 1
Dress
In this outfit the volume from the inverted dart is made to create definition in movement, compare this to
draping and arrange the drape trough e stitch, now the body is the source to definition. When working with
the cut in this way the created volumes spawn is hidden or a bit unrevealed. This is a exampel of how one can
define garment through body. This dress is made of two layers, the blue top layer is made out of a fabric with
flat polyester fibers and therefor reflekts the ligth. The Blue fabric is dyed. The underlayer is made of black
dubbel fused cotton and empesize the shape by adding stiffness.

Fig.34 Description, Blue dress
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Fig.34 Description, Blue dress
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Cut

Cut

Hemline

Stitch and turn

Cut on fold

Stitch and turn

Cut on fold

Hemline
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Descriptions of outfit 2
Dress
In this outfit the volume from the inverted dart are displaced trough the width in the waist and creates lines
that frames the body. The width of the skirt piece is evolving from the same point as were this line ends and
highlights the expression of the relation between the shape and body through the inverted dart.
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Fig.33 Pink dress, polyester velvet
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Stitch and turn

Cut

Hemline
Stitch and turn

Cut

Hemline
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Descriptions of outfit 3
Dress
In this outfit the definition and placing of the line is set by the cut resting on the body. The lines and the center or definition that makes the fabric become garment strives from the cut. By not stitching the side seam the
whole way and just closing it at the bottom part you don restrict the movement but frame it.

Fig.36, Blue dress
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Fig.36, Dark blue dress made of manchester fabric
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On fold

On fold

stitch and turn

stitch and turn

Top stitch to attache
strap in front

Top stitch to attache
strap in front

On fold

stitch and turn

stitch and turn

On fold
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Descriptions of outfit 4
Top
In this piece the body by stepping into the cut in the middle of a piece divides volume trough the interaction
between body and cut.

a)
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a)
a)

a)

b)

Fig.35 White outfit
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Skirt
In this piece the body takes place in a cut in the outline of the shape and creates an inverted dart, this fabric
highlights the cut and this example shows how the inverted dart can create a skirt with a defined expression
trough the inverted dart.

b)
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b)

b)

Fig.35 White outfit
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Descriptions of outfit 5
Singoalla
This garment has a functional construction possibility through transformation. It means that the body transforms the garment by stepping in to it and displaces volume through the inverted dart and therefore defines
the garment.
a)

Functional construction through transformation.
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a)

Fig. black outfit
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Pants
This example is based on an inverted dart in center front waistline, the volume that is placed in the center
makes it possible to create a pant without crouch seam and whit a new seam solution for pants on the back.

b)

Section (A) meets body
C1

B

B
A

C1
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C2

C2

b)

Fig. black outfit
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Descriptions of outfit 6

This outfit explores the inverted dart through foam which in symbios leaves the body.

Fold line

Fig. Cristoff and foam outfit
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a)

a)
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Skirt
This outfit explores the inverted dart through foam which in symbios leaves the body.
b)
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b)
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Top
Possibility of defining abstract pieces through the inverted dart. I think this exampel is showing a good verity
in how the inverted dart could transform scraps to a defined shape even if the silhouette is organic, it also
show the force of operating in a ”center”.

a)

(2)

(b)
(1)

(b)

(3)

(c)
(c)

(a)
(a)

(d)
(d)

(4)
“The” cut

Full facing sewn top
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Pants
Creating volume in fabric through place the leg in a straight cut and it creates a shape that’s starts from the
vertex of the cut; the body defines and distorts a square. This proves that also the leg can define a shape
trough an inverted dart and that the body itself can create shape in a clear way when stepping into different
cuts.

b)

One leg

a
b

a

1.
Crotch seam
Front

b
d
e

Centerback

cc

Hemline
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Crotch seam
Back
d
e

b)

Fig. Velvet and Cristoff outfit
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4.3 Discussion and reflection
The view or the idea upon the expression of different ides of how one can construct or give garments shape
or make them stay on the body often relates to the todays common way to put clothes together or how they
should look like. In Sweden many students learn how one should (?) construct garments by using Inger
Öberg’s (Öberg and Ersman, 1999) pattern construction book. The expression of this idea of how one can
construct clothes conforms to what people recognize from cloth they see in their everyday life. By taking a
step away from this way to view upon how one could build clothes one has to answer to new questions, what
are the implications of this idea?
The fundamental variable I base this work on handles the body, hole for the body and fabric.
The investigation explores how one can through body define a shape by taking place in a garment, how the
body enters a straight cut or a like cut and therefor presses fabric aside and how this interaction affects the
garment. I call this effect “inverted dart”. It has two outcomes or possible use, one I call the esthetic which is a
line that appears from the vertex of the cut and the other has a more functional use. By stepping in to the cut
the body can displace volume within the shape and create room for itself.
The examples are therefore based on folds and clear areas of fabrics and are constructed without cuts when
make room for the body or define the shape. It is about a minimalistic idea of how one could control something without adding something that isn’t already there (the body and cuts for the body, e.g. neckline).
One can say that it one wants to use the inverted dart you need big pieces of fabrics since this cutting technique places a lot of material were the vertex of the cut is placed and therefor you get garments that are voluminous. this gives a result were the body can play whit the garment without losing the definition of it and
without adding anchor points.
In todays fashion and clothing industry there a different kinds of design when make a cut for the body to able
body to enter dress e.g. neckline. Like the Jewel, U-neck, V-neck, the halter neck and the boat neckline. This
criterion for this way of constructing is that the body should be able to fit in this hole; a straight line neckline
for example could be a new way for designers to use the interaction whit the body in a sophisticated way.
Basically this work could be applied in today’s fashion as a way to give shape through the body.

(Vintagevisage.net, 2015)
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Contextualization
When I contextualized some of the examples from the lineup I asked how the esthetics would differ to clothes
one recognize from an everyday life, in these pictures I asked the model to walk beside a person to be able to
see differences in silhouette, movement and material.
In this example one can see that the examples from the lineup differs to an everyday dressed Borås citizen,
The fabric and the volume is more bold and has a stronger expression. The expression of the inverted dart is
mostly about volume, shape needs space and therefore it gets big, in the same picture I placed an outfit from
Yohji Yamamoto, Autumn/Winter 2013-14 to see how the expression of a less shiny fabric would change this
picture: The fabric choice relates more to material that the women to the left wears. This could maybe be a
way to make it more commercial or easier to apply.

Kontext 1
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In this contextualization one can compare the arm setting in the striped tricot top the lady in the middle is
wearing whit what the left arm on the model is doing. The arm in the tricot top is taking place in the tube
that is constructed in that way, Maja’s (das model) arm is creating something trough the interaction of the
construction idea. She is pushing and displacing volume by taking place in the garment. One should understand that this is not garments whit the same task but still a clear example of how construction ideas has
a fundamental impact of how construction is a way to design and develop garments. One should keep on
question fundamental ideas in cloth making through changing variables!

Kontext 2
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In this contextualization one can think about how much of the body that is visible and how this is perceived.
The lady to the right wears a t-shirt and a pair of chinos and Maja is wearing an example from the lineup.
One could say that those two outfits portray the body in two different ways. In the outfit that Maja is wearing
the body has a deeper impact of how the whole figure looks like, the body and garment becomes more of something homogeneous because of the inverted dart and the body’s movement, it’s not about the body and the
garment but that’s more of how the other figure works. The portrayal of the body can be different and show
more or less skin but the body isn’t hiding just because we can’t see it.

Kontext 3
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The never ending process and possibility to change the collection of examples makes the visual outcome
differ when a new show or presentation takes place, yet the investigation has reached a state when one can
make a conclusion of how the possibilities can be used. These are examples of how the collection has been
chosen to be presented on a catwalk but also how one can develop it further by adding color and changing
material.

Fig. Lineup that is presented as a base for this report

Fig. Lineup that is presented on show 03.06.15

Fig. This is two purposes of how this could be developed further until a new or the next presentation. Outfit
number two is made in darker red patent fabric and in example two; the yellow piece could be made in beige/
yellow leather.
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6. Appendix: Critique
Tove Ullskåker- Opponent: Mario Eurenius
Original

Suggestion

Tove has investigated how one could distress denim through a lace pattern: I think she worked well with typical garments and in a way distorted or/and make
them become their own through examine and trying out examples/experiments to the aim.
I think the material or structure in the lineup is good and showing a good understanding within a specific field for composition. I think though that it could have
bigger diversity color wise. I think this could be done by adding some baby blue denim fabric instead of the non-washed qualities. See number five and seven in
the suggestion lineup.
Form wise I think the silhouette works with the idea and concept but I would like to add some pieces to make the collection look a bit more finished. In number
one I would like to see sleeves on the lace dress and I would also add a pair of big jeans on outfit number seven.
The transformation between denim and a lace pattern is really clear visually but I think that the collection needs to be reviewed one more time and consider if
Tove should add some more “distressness” see number seven in the suggestion.

Fig. 40 Marios version of John-daniels lineup
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